Accuracy of Diffusion Weighted Imaging in Assessment of Pelvic Lymphnode Metastasis in Patients with Endometrial Cancer
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ABSTRACT

Objective: To evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of diffusion-weighted imaging in determining metastatic pelvic lymph nodes in patients of endometrial cancer and comparing its accuracy with contrast-enhanced sequence of MRI, taking histopathology as gold standard.

Study Design: Retrospective Study.

Place and Duration of the Study: Department of Radiology, the Aga Khan University Hospital Karachi, from January to December 2021.

Methodology: Fifty-eight adult females with biopsy proven endometrial carcinoma and complete medical records were included through convenience sampling. Patients who did not have complete medical records were excluded. Studied variables included signal characteristics of lymph nodes and their short axis diameter. The sensitivity and specificity of DWI and contrast-enhanced MRI for evaluation of diseased lymph nodes were calculated using histopathology as the gold standard.

Results: Among 58 patients with histopathologically proven endometrial cancer, 14 had metastatic lymphadenopathy. DWI-weighted imaging in the evaluation of metastatic and non-metastatic lymph nodes had sensitivity of 81.1% while specificity, the positive and negative predictive value of 88.8%, 72.2%, and 82.5% and on contrast-enhanced imaging as 66.6%, 58.1%, 35.7%, and 83.3%, respectively.

Conclusion: The DWI shows better accuracy in evaluation and discrimination between metastatic and non-metastatic lymph nodes as compared to contrast-enhanced MRI examination for the evaluation of diseased lymph nodes in patients with endometrial cancer.
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INTRODUCTION

Endometrial cancer has become the sixth most common cancer in females and the leading gynaecological cancer in first-world countries. Endometrial cancer is usually diagnosed at the earlier stage. It is more common in females who are above 50 years. Endometrial biopsy is done to grade and evaluate histological subtypes. The preoperative tumour staging is performed according to the International Federation of Gynaecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) guidelines and it depends upon intraoperative staging that includes total abdominal hysterectomy and removal of both ovaries along with fallopian tubes. The peritoneal lavage, para-aortic and pelvic lymph node dissection are also done.

Different prognostic factors have impact on survival of patient including how far is the involvement of myometrium, diseased lymph nodes, and grade of tumour.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has emerged as an effective modality for the preoperative evaluation of endometrial cancer in terms of computation of myometrial invasion, involvement of cervical stroma, and pelvic lymph node metastasis.

DW imaging can be used as an alternative to contrast-enhanced imaging reducing scan time and cost of contrast. It was hypothesised that DW imaging has better sensitivity and specificity in evaluating metastatic lymph nodes than contrast-enhanced imaging.

There is no local data available on the comparison of both MRI sequences for loco-regional lymphadenopathy. This has important implications for local protocol development.

The aim to conduct this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of DW imaging in comparison to contrast-enhanced MRI (CE-MRI) for the evaluation of metastatic pelvic lymph nodes in patients with endometrial cancer.

METHODOLOGY

This retrospective study was conducted in the Radiology Department of the Aga Khan University Hospital, from January to December 2021. The approval for exemption was taken from the Hospital Ethical Review Committee (Reference 2022-7710-...
The data were retrospectively collected from the workstation having a facility of picture archiving and communication system (PACS), so the need for informed consent was abjured.

Total 58 patients having complete medical records with biopsy-proven endometrial neoplasia were elected through convenience sampling.

All those patients had surgery with complete removal of the uterus and adnexal structures and loco-regional lymph nodes followed by histopathological staging. All other patients having history of treated endometrial cancer or other malignancy, recent history of pelvic inflammatory disease and hysterectomy were excluded from the study. The MR scan of pelvis was performed on 1.5 Tesla Siemens machine. T2 axial, T2 coronal, and T2 sagittal and fat-suppressed T1 post-contrast images in axial, coronal and sagittal planes were obtained. T1 fat-sat axial images were also acquired axial DW imaging with corresponding ADC mapping done at b-value of 50, 400, and 800 sec/mm². Bright signals on DWI and dark signals on ADC were considered as diffusion-positive nodes. The lymph node on post-contrast images showing enhancement equal or more than the myometrium was considered enhanced lymph node. The diffusion-positive pelvic lymph nodes and histopathologically proven diseased lymph nodes were calculated as true positives. Those lymph nodes which were DWI positive but histopathology revealed benign findings were false-positive lymph nodes. The reciprocal was true for false-negative metastatic lymph nodes. The same method was used for contrast-enhanced lymph nodes. The hospital database was retrospectively reviewed by two radiologists on the workstation. Radiologists were aware of endometrial cancer diagnosis but were blinded to histopathological diagnosis of pelvic lymph nodes, subtype of endometrial cancer and depth of myometrial invasion. In case of difference in opinion, a neutral opinion was obtained from 3rd radiologist. Diffusion positivity and negativity depend upon the signal characteristics of lymph nodes.

Pelvic lymph nodes evaluated were the common iliac, along its terminal branches the internal and external iliac chain, the obturator and pre-sacral nodes. The sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values were calculated for both sets to determine and compare the accuracies.

Patient-based analysis was performed with reference to consensus verdict. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value, and accuracy were calculated by means of standard statistical formulas. Chi-square test was used to determine the statistical significance of differences between DWI and CE-MRI interpretations. A p-value of <0.05 was regarded as statistically significant.

RESULTS

The mean age of patients was 55 ± 15 years. All patients had presented with postmenopausal bleeding which later had biopsy. Most of the patients were obese having multiple pregnancies (n=35, % 60.34%) and past history of taking birth control pills (n=28, 48.27%).

Among total 58 patients who had endometrial carcinoma, 18 were diffusion-positive and 37 patients were diffusion-negative in regard to lymphadenopathy. On contrast-imaging, 28 patients showed enhanced lymph nodes and 5 patients were negative on CE-MRI. Correlating with the histopathology of lymph nodes, the number of true positive cases was more on DWI as compared to CE-MRI with a ratio of 13:5, respectively.

Twelve patients having metastatic lymphadenopathy showed more than half of myometrial invasion, on diffusion-weighted images suggesting a linear relationship regarding the spread of locally advanced disease.

Table I: Comparative accuracy of diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and contrast-enhanced (CE) MRI in metering metastatic pelvic lymph nodes in endometrial cancer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of patients and %</th>
<th>Performance of DWI</th>
<th>Performance of CE-MRI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True positive (n)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True negative (n)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False positive (n)</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False negative (n)</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity %</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>66.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity %</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>58.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive predictive value %</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative predictive value %</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

Developed countries are facing endometrial cancer as a common gynaecological malignancy and fourth on rank in the United states. MRI examination is modality of choice for staging and evaluation of the disease particularly for uterine malignancy.

This study aimed to establish the role of MRI, using DW, ADC, and post-contrast images in evaluating pelvic lymph node involvement with regard to treatment plans and assessing the prognosis of the disease. The calculations of specificity and sensitivity of diffusion-weighted imaging in predicting lymph node involvement was the main aim of this study.

Choi et al. outlined the ranges for precision of MRI in uterine cancer for the evaluation of diseased lymph nodes. The overall MRI accuracy without sequence discrimination had sensitivity ranging from 30.3%–70.6% and specificity as 74.0%–92.6%,
In another study by Jung et al. the diseased lymph nodes had sensitivity of 24.3% detected on MRI and specificity of 96.3%.

In the present study, the accuracy of DW MRI for the evaluation of diseased lymph nodes was 81% (sensitivity) and 88% (specificity) which is comparable with the study done by Arian and colleagues specifically done to evaluate the role of DWI in pelvic lymphadenopathy. They took 33 pathologically proven patients of endometrial cancer and found all metastatic lymph nodes showing diffusion restriction and 19.3% false positive lymph nodes. This study in comparison have a larger sample size and less false positive lymph nodes (8.6%).

The involvement of pelvic lymph nodes according to the anatomical region is also different in the case of endometrial carcinoma. According to literature, some surgical studies suggest that among the involved pelvic nodes, the most common location is found to be the obturator and external iliac chain. The findings of this study also correlate with the involvement of the diseased lymph nodes more commonly at this location.

In addition, the authors also assessed the myometrium involvement, and its depth of invasion in this study on diffusion-weighted images which showed the majority of the patients having metastatic lymphadenopathy have more than half of myometrial invasion as shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1: A 58-years old female with endometroid carcinoma, the axial DWI and ADC images are showing the right pelvic lymph node with round morphology and restriction on diffusion-weighted images marked with a green circle and blue arrow (image a,b). While contrast enhancement of the corresponding lymph node is less as compared to the enhancing myometrium on post-contrast axial image black arrow (c).
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Figure 2: Similar patient with endometroid carcinoma showing more than half of myometrial invasion on axial DWI and corresponding ADC images (image a,b) marked by blue arrow. While post-contrast axial image (c) is also showing comparable involvement of myometrium marked by black arrow.

Retrospectively, it was also concluded that the majority of the patients having locally advanced endometrioid carcinoma as a common histologic subtype accounting for 85-90% of the cases. It shows slow progression and have good prognosis. The rest of the histopathology includes clear, serous carcinoma and others.

This study has a few limitations. It was done retrospectively, with a small sample size. Secondly, this study was carried out in a single institution so results cannot be generalised. In future multicentre studies with larger sample sizes should be conducted so the results can be generalised.

Despite this, the primary strength of the study is precise assessment of DWI in evaluating the loco-regional lymphadenopathy in endometrial cancer patients in comparison to CE-MRI which can obviate the need of contrast study which itself has many prerequisites and contrast-related side effects. In addition to intrauterine involvement of disease, the DWI also showed comparable effectiveness for evaluating the depth of myometrial invasion. So, in future more studies can be done on a larger scale and consensus should be made to include MR-DWI as an effective sequence in comparison to contrast study, which will not only be cost-effective but also save time and contrast hazards.

CONCLUSION

Diffusion-weighted images are more sensitive and specific in comparison to contrast-enhanced MRI in endometrial cancer for the evaluation of local metastatic lymphadenopathy. There is an additional benefit of DW imaging in evaluating the depth of myometrium invasion thus obviating the need for contrast imaging in patients with endometrial cancer.
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